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Safety precautions to avoid injury
The safety measures designed by this equipment prevent operators and maintenance personnel from being
harmed during the operation of the machine.
The most important thing is operator or maintenance personnel must configure specific safety precautions to
avoid injury. In the same time, the equipment also needs specific safety precautions.
In the best condition, the equipment must be in a clean, dust-free environment. Do not operate the device in a
wet or hazardous environment.
Before operating the device and during the operation of the device, pay attention to the following safety
precautions:
1. Always wear approved eye protection when operating the equipment.
2. Always ground the power supply properly to prevent electric shock.
3. Always maintain proper power connection to prevent danger.
4. When performing equipment maintenance, make sure to turn off the power switch and disconnect the power
cord from the power supply always.
5. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry that may get caught in moving parts of the device.
6. Do not place your hands on the bottom of the press head while the equipment is in operation.
7. Do not change, modify or improperly use the equipment.
8. Do not use the device incorrectly. This device is used to press the connector into the circuit board. It will
cause people to get hurt in an attempt to use this device for stamping, squeezing, bending, or rolling other
products.
9. Do not use the optional work light and laser positioning marker to irradiate eyes.
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1. Introduction
This manual contains procedures for installation, safety, operation, and maintenance of a 5-ton desktop servo press-fit
machine LPM3.

1.1. Safety
1. ElectricalThe power wiring of three-core cable connected to the power box needs to include a grounding
wire to prevent leakage currents from affecting people. The cross-sectional area of this single core
must be greater than 3.5mm². A fixed retaining ring is installed on the main power box and
the distribution box door to prevent personnel from the danger of electric shock.
2. Protection of eyes and earsOperator should wear eye protect when operating or maintaining the machine. The noise generated
by the machine is not excessive over 70 dB. It is based on your own discretion to wear ear
protection or not. And please be careful not to look directly at the laser marking instrument.
3. TemperaturePlease do not touch the motor which may generate high temp. 30~50°C.
4. EMO, Emergency Off buttonsThe emergency off button is installed on both sides of the front of the table and is clearly marked. When they were
pressed, you must pull out of the button to release from the lock state. The EMO loop is a hard interlocked
connection that is only released when the EMO buttons are released. The motor's control circuit is cut off when the
EMO buttons are pressed. After all safety and conditions are met then EMO activation signal is output from the
computer.
1) The Acroloop servo controller watchdog signal is true and is false when the controller detects a problem.
2) The Acroloop servo controller PLC output - servo controller has an internal program to monitor servo operation
and disconnect the EMO circuit when a problem is detected.
3) Motor overload relay, which is a temperature-sensitive motor overload protection device, monitors the motor
over-current condition. If the motor current is consumed for a long time, it will automatically cut off and
re-conduct after about 3 minutes of cooling.
5. Release emergency operationAfter confirming the emergency stop condition and eliminating it, release it under the safe condition, pull up the
emergency off button and start the motor power.
6. Two-handed start switchThe two-handed start switch is located on the left and right sides of the button box in front of the XY-TABLE.
The button is a flat button with no protrusion. In order to prevent body or other inadvertent contact, each switch
is separately connected, and the two switches must be pressed at the same time to start the machine operation.
7. Safety handleThe safety handle is placed on the upper right side of the machine. When the handle is pressed down, the machine
can be started with the two-hand button. Please push the handle up when replacing the fixture. The operating space
can be increased for safety concern. During the pressing process, when the equipment is down and someone is in
danger, please push back the handle for emergency stop. In case of power failure, the product under the pressing
head can also be taken out.
8. Safety coverAll covers must be positioned before pressing, including front and rear
panels, top screw cover and other protective parts.
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1.2. Installation
This section describes the installation steps and requirements.
1. Notices before the installation1) Personnel protection requires a safety helmet and work gloves.
2) Set the security scope of the unpacking and hanging area. Except the relevant staff, other personnel are prohibited
from entering.
3) License is needed to operate the relevant cranes or stacker.
4) Check if the hanger bolts are locked and the safety of hanging equipment such as slings.
2. Unpacking the boxThe press-fit machine and other separated parts are all packed in plastic film, and sea or air packing box plus
aluminum foil blister packaging to protect it. Please remove foil pouch or film wrap (except for X-Y Table and
screen bracket's fixed film) and take out the other separated parts.
3. Hanging operationFirstly take off the force plate of the fixed base, and hang the sling over the hanging bolts on both sides of the
upper part of the device (below). Take care not to touch the motor with the slings or other parts. Then use a crane or
forklift to lift the press-fit machine away from the load-bearing plate, lift and place it on the work table.
Make sure that the placement table must be leveled and pay attention to the location of the keyhole.

Hanging bolts
4. Lock and adjust the machine1) The mounting hole size of the device is 310mm*450mm, and the mounting hole diameter is 13mm*4 holes.
2) When the equipment is hung and placed 50~100mm away from the desktop, stop first, then insert the attachment
bolt size M12-60Lmm*4pcs. Then slowly lower the bolts while guiding the counter mounting holes in the table.
3) Place the washer and nut under the table from the underside of the bolt and secure it with a movable wrench.
There are 4 seats in the machine seat.
4) Place a horizontal device on the X-Y Table and rotate the tripod of the table to adjust the level of the X/Y axis.
5. Power1) The equipment uses 220V AC 1ψ 15Amp single-phase AC.
2) Connect the power box to the power cable of the device beforehand. The cable specification is three-wire
220V AC 1ψ15Amp.
3) Make sure the power supply box is powered off.
4) The no-fuse switch in the device power box is OFF (left).
5) Make sure the power on the front panel of the device is
turned OFF.
6) Make sure the power supply and equipment grounding
Protection are ready.
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Connection point of power cable

6. Connecting the wire1) Pass the power cable through the hole in the lower part of the power box of the device and strip it to lock the
switch contact (above).
2) Turn on the power and measure the input of the power end of the device with an electric meter. Check if there are
any power and power specifications.
3) Connect the barcode scanner (optional), insert the scanner USB connector to the front of the unit, and the
X-Y Table USB socket below the table.
7. Turn on the machine1) Turn on the power switch in the power box to the ON position (see the left picture below).
2) Open the main power switch of the front panel, and the power light will be on to start the machine and confirm
that the computer is started (below right picture).
3) Press the green light button on the left side of the box to start the motor (lower figure below).
4) The computer will automatically enter the login screen or click on the replacement operator (screen function key),
default user account and password for "1". The administrator can change the initial login account and
password "1" to "Administrator" or the user can define your own account and password.

POWER
OFF

ON

Note : Please remove the power before hanging the equipment, and fix the X-Y Table and screen bracket with
protection before the hanging operation.
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1.3. Machine specification label
1. Machine type, power require and weight information are labelled on the back panel of the machine.

2. Power supply: 220V AC single phase
Weight: 550 kg
Press-fit force: 5000 kg
Press-fit distance: 80mm
Machine size: 1100L x 980W x 1400H ±50mm

1400mm

3. End of life cycleIt is suggested returning the machine to Nextronics after end of life.
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2. Machine Feature
This section introduces the use, capabilities, and configuration of the LPM3 tabletop servo press-fit machine.

2.1. Machine configuration
1. C-type structure with three sides open active desktop.
2. Easily move jigs and objects to be pressed with X-Y Table.
3. In addition to the text, the light ON/OFF makes it easier to identify.
4. The press head can be turned 90 degrees to match the direction and size of the connector.
5. Button box1) Emergency off button (EMO) - Use for emergency stop.
2) Z axis control button - In the manual mode, the left button controls the Z axis down and the right button controls
the Z axis up.
3) Start button - In both press-fit mode and recipe mode, both hands press simultaneously to start the job.

6. Safety handle - Increase space and protection when replacing product fixtures.
7. Work Lights (Optional) - Provides lighting to minor working conditions.
8. Laser cross-marker (optional) - Assists positioning and marking of objects.
9. Safety cover (optional) - Personnel safety protection.
10. Barcode scanner (optional) - for backplane serial number input.
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2.2. Function
The LPM3 servo press-fit machine is designed to meet the increasing demand for quality control of press-fit
connectors on today's PCBs. As industry changes, increased connector density makes the connector structure
more vulnerable and the PCB becomes more complex and expensive and easy to damage, thus making the
process of backboard assembly more sophisticated.
LPM3 servo press-fit machine data can provide valuable analysis to improve the entire press-fit process
technology. It also improves the efficiency of the press-fit process because the traditional manual press-fit
connector technology is very sensitive to labor and unstable. The production volume, quality and efficiency
depend on the operator inevitably. However the use of servo press can bring feedback of quality data and more
stable PC control technology to improve production quality and efficiency.
1. Manufacturing capabilityThe LPM3 can provide up to 5 tons (49,000 N) of force on the press head. The Z-axis travel is 80mm. With the
standard 50mm press head, the X-Y Table surface space is up to 100mm from the upper position of press head.
The upper space through the programming before the press-fit can achieve any desired work gap. This feature
increases productivity by limiting the distance during each cycle. Press head can be replaced with different
height specifications depending on the processing requirements. Distance accuracy is 0.04mm, travel repeat
accuracy is 0.02mm,
The speed control range is 0.01~13mm/s, and the press-fit process can be operated at a variable speed so that
the force connection can be set variously depending on the situation.
2. Press-fit process controlThe force and distance control can be precise and cross-protected so that the press-fit process can be effectively
monitored.
1) Set the upper and lower limits of the standard force so that it corresponds to the range of variation due to the
variables of the pins and the PCB. Exceeding the upper limit of the monitoring force may damage or cause
abnormal set point protection, and the lower force limit is overvoltage into the PCB force detection, to
prevent abnormal factors, and then the reaction connector and PCB retention is insufficient, resulting in the
connector is detached during use.
2) Press-fit settings control the travel. When the force is normal enough within the interval, the connector can be
pressed to the programmed settings. At a certain distance on the surface of the board, the press monitoring
feedback is performed at a fixed distance. The hybrid technology controlled by servo-controlled press-fit
head and robust press-fit mechanisms ensures press precision of the connector to a higher requirement on
accurate press stroke. This data can be completed by manual adjustment and provided processing sequence.
The standard board size is limited to 450mm x 600mm. The press-fit structure is an open space and the vehicle
can be steered and placed. The use of large press-fit circuit board dimensions is 500mm x 700mm.
Press-fit recipe editing is the setting of profiles and tables for the connector type and press position. Each press
cycle is called a press program that passes the setter's position on force, speed, and connector during the
press-fit process. This highly flexible technology allows practically unlimited press-fit option changes to meet
current and future connector needs. Press-fit recipe edits to describe the connector, tool, PCB and press-fit
program data can be stored in an offline or online database.
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3. Operation Instruction
3.1. Power on
It is important to ensure that all safety settings are in place before power on, and that personnel maintain a
distance from the machine before starting the machine.
1. Power switch1) The main power supply external input switch is located in the left side of the machine. Turn the switch to the
OFF position (left pic.) for all input power. This switch is used to switch on after installation. It is not to be
turned off. Turn it to the ON position to input power supply, but please switch it to OFF when you want to
move, repair the machine or stop for a long time about 1 week or more (right pic.).

2) The power switch is located on the lower left corner of the front panel. Turning to the OFF position will
disconnect all system power source. Turn the knob to the ON position to start the machine, the knob lights up
(below pic.).

POWER
ON

POWER

OFF

OFF

ON

3) The motor start switch (lower left) is located on the left side of the box with green cover button. The button
lights up and start the motor after pressing it. It must be started when restarting the device each time. When
using an emergency stop switch or a motor abnormality causing a stop, the lower red cover button will light up.
After the emergency stop switch resets and the motor abnormality is removed, press the green cover button to
start. The red cover button will light out.
The motor shut off switch (lower right) is located on the left side of the box with red cover button, press it to
turn off the moto.
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3.2. Operating confirmation
1. Make sure that the emergency stop switch is released.
2. Make sure that the safety handle is pulled down to the lower positioning point (below).

3. Make sure that the zero calibration job is complete.

3.3. Before-production confirmation
1. Check if the safety handle is lowered.
2. Confirm the product recipe is loaded, loading completion and correctness.
3. Confirm whether the upper and lower tools are used.
4. Confirm the direction of the press head is 0 degrees or 90 degrees (below).

5. Confirm the operator

3.4. In-production confirmation
1. Serial number input
2. Press position
3. The connector corresponds to the upper tool
4. Connector pre-insertion holes in place without tilting
5. The tool is placed and fitting the connector
6. Condition after press-fit is completed

3.5. After-production confirmation
1. Load recipe reset
2. Pull the safety handle to the upper position
If there is any abnormality happened, please ask the equipment personnel for assistance.
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4. Software Operation Interface

4.1. User interface introduction
1. OperationForce, distance, analysis curve, press position diagram, product data of the pressing process during production
operations, production schedule and other data, production status monitoring, automatic storage and query of
force curve. In addition, various error indications are linked to the operating instructions to assist in
troubleshooting.
2. Continue PressInstantly run setup on a single press force, distance and speed to start sample pressing rapidly. Jig test and initial
press force, accurate distance and speed data confirmation, establish correct data and data immediately.
Create, check, and modify connector data to input and output press parameters directly to the connector database.
It can perform the job of the segmented press, and provide the relevant pressing parameters that have been
confirmed to be directly imported into the connector database. It can assist recipe editing at the same time, and load
the completed parameter data to recipe edit instantly.
Note: This function is not suitable for work order production, this process does not record the press data and curve.
3. Load RecipeThe production call corresponds to the lot number of the backplane, and the completed pressing program will be
established to call, load, and perform the functions. The production SOPs have graphs and tabular displays. It
can confirm the connector part number, press position, the jigs and procedures and there is a mechanism for
preventing lapses. It is mandatory to write the serial number of the lot number before it can be loaded for
identification and traceability of production records.
4. SPCThe statistics of the production yield of the production lot number and the product item number section can also
be used in conjunction with the yield statistics for the pressing position. In addition, SPC control statistics are
applied to the connector press force parameters. The data can be exported in .CSV format.
5. Chinese/English switchIt provides Chinese and English OS environment.
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6. Parameter SetupThis is to set the storage path of the press recipe, drawings, statistics, graphs, and production records. The safety
settings can be used to set the press force, time, standby point traversing value, PCB, connector. When the
machine is set up, it is effectively protected against damage.
7. Password SetupThis is to create, modify and delete the authority. It can set permissions of user based on the operator's job function.
8. Edit RecipeSet up a pressing program including force, stroke, sequence, connectors, product photos, and other related data.
The program allows the production to perform continuous operation functions in accordance with the settings, and it
can also be quickly edited with the continuous pressing function.
9. Process LogThe data generated in the production, the actual press force, distance, corresponding product number, lot number,
operator, time, pressing position and status are recorded. Data can be searched and translated to Excel files.
10. User ChangeIn addition to the initial start-up settings, it can also change the operators for tracing on quality.

4.2. User change
A login window will appear on the screen displays for user interface. Only the "User change" option can be used
in this state. Enter the user name and password in the window, and then press Enter to enter the user interface.
The user can use the function according to the permissions. The functions that can use permissions will display
bold characters, and those without permissions will appear gray characters. In the production schedule, the
operator will be replaced, and the replacement operator will be registered according to the function "User change".
The page is as follows.

4.3. Password setup
There are 7 options for the use of permissions, click the option according to the required permissions. If you want
to create a new user, you must first use a legal administrator level login to set up. User and password are limited
to 10 bits max. and with case sensitive.
1. There are 3 display blocks in the password edit display1) All user names
2) Add user and password settings
3) Permission check
2. Password editing settings1) Press the update button for modification
2) Press add button for new input
3) Press delete button to delete data
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3. Permission descriptionThe permission item is related to the limitation of each function box on the homepage except the last one
“Connector database” refers to the connector setting function and continuous pressing function in the edit
recipe.
Add - Create user name and password information, check the permission item, and press Add to add the user.
Update - Click to modify the user name, click to edit the permission item, and then press Update to modify the
user permissions.
Delete - Click to delete the user name, then click Delete to delete the user.

4.4. Load recipe
Selection, confirmation and execution of the pressing process for production.

1. Status columns - Shows the status of the program as Load, Execute, Wait, Error status.
2. Open file - Click on OPEN FILE key to selectt the recipe file for the backplane product that has been created.
The part number field displays the name of the open file. After the recipe file is opened, all the data will be
displayed in the column table. When the LOAD key is reversed black, the lot number is entered again.
Note - Lot number must be entered. It can be used in follow-up quality tracking records.
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3. Data display column - After confirming the call recipe file, the part number, creator, top press head fixture, bottom
bearing fixture and PCB number will be displayed.
4. Parameter display table - After the recipe file is confirmed, the parameter values and corresponding press fixture
numbers are displayed for each item set on the backplane.
5. Press position area - Shows the backplane image and press sequence.
6. Load key - The operator confirms whether the fixture, BOM, contents of lot number are in accordance with
operating system. Enter the lot number before loading.
7. Execution key - After confirming the page content, click Execution key. When the execution is successful, the font
will be highlighted, and click Back to the top page when completed. Enter the operation screen, after the successful
loading, you can use the data of the editing of the recipe table to produce.
Note - After the execution key is pressed, in order to ensure the accuracy of the press distance, it is confirmed that
the origin calibration will be performed synchronously during the execution. The personnel shall pause the work
before the calibration is done.
8. Reset key - Reset of the product must first be performed, the original recipe must be deleted, the page field data
should be cleared, the recipe can be changed or the continuous pressing function can be used.

4.5. Operation
After loading the backplane recipe, enter the operation screen for production operation, the production operation
page displays the pressing position, setting value, feedback value, use the photo to make the position of the
pressing connector. It helps operator to better understand the connector and its position and the production
process data.

1. Machine status column - Shows the current status of the machine
2. Force display column - Shows set force and maximum force and current force (unit: N)
3. Distance display column - Shows the setting distance and maximum distance and current distance (unit: mm)
4. Speed display column - Shows the setting of the press speed (unit: mm/sec)
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5. Time display column - Shows the instant action time of pressing (unit: sec)
6. Pressing quantity data display column CPBPV - The total press points on the backplane
Q'ty- Shows the number of completed PCB board
Number of repeat - Shows the number of repeat press points
7. Abnormal item 1) Press head status column If the safety handle is not pulled down, the press head does not drop to the red display (means the press head
does not reach the position). After the safety handle is pulled, the position is changed to the green display
(means the press head has been positioned).
2) Original point return (OPR) status display During the production by the recipe, the press head will force the OPR and confirm the accuracy of the distance
setting. However, the OPR will not be performed if the safety handle is not pulled to allow the press head to be
positioned. Therefore, if the calibration is not performed, the field is red (OPR calibration is not completed), the
OPR calibration operation is completed, and the field is displayed in green (OPR calibration has been
completed).
Note - Although the speed is slow when performing OPR calibration, please keep people away from the
machine to prevent injuries.
3) Abnormal item column When an abnormality occurs, it corresponds to the abnormal item column, and abnormal statuses such as "time",
"stress", and "distance" are displayed as red abnormalities. The pressing parameter message stays at the current
pressing sequence number. After confirming the status of the press, and selecting the abnormality, select one of
the following steps (continued or repeated) for subsequent operations.
1) “Continue” - Perform the next pressing procedure.
2) “Retry”- Repeat the current procedure.

If the abnormal item is "Interrupt", it will be displayed as a red abnormal state, but its exception handling
block is "ALARM RESET", and it must be eliminated to release the procedures.

4) The reset steps of various work interrupt 1) The press head is not in its position - Pull the safety handle to the lower positioning point and press ALARM
RESET again.
2) The safety sensor is triggered - Eliminate the cause and press ALARM RESET again.
3) The servo upper and lower limits are triggered - In manual mode, press to rise the Z axis (lower limit trigger)
or lower the Z axis (upper limit trigger) to make the press head away from the limit sensor to eliminate the
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triggering factor. Press ALARM RESET to cancel the warning and perform the OPR calibration operation.
The recipe operation needs to be loaded again.
4) EMO button is triggered - After confirming that the safety condition has been eliminated, pull the EMO button
and press the motor power on. If you need to move the press head out of the current position, press the Z
button to move it. Press ALARM RESET to eliminate the warning and performs a OPR calibration operation.
The recipe operation needs to be loaded again.
5) Analysis of abnormal item 1) The press head is not positioned - the safety handle has not been pulled down or the trigger switch has
malfunctioned.
2) Work overtime - Error in parameter setting of press parts, resulting in overtime of work time or setting
of work time parameters too small.
3) Force error - actual force exceeds lower force limit.
* PCB hole is too large
* Connector specification error
* The setting range of the lower limit value is too small
4) Force error - actual force exceeds upper force limit.
* PCB hole is too small
* The setting range of the upper limit value is too small
* Pin bending deformation did not lead into the hole
* Distance parameter error
* Connector specification error
* Jig error
5) Distance error - Generally occurs when the force value is greater than the upper limit value.
6) Work interrupt - Other factors cause the sensor to be triggered to stop the job
* Push back the safety handle during operation
* The emergency stop button is triggered
* Servo up and down limit sensors are triggered during operation
* Safety sensor is triggered
8. Press product data display column Display the product serial number, product name, part number, lot number, and PCB number that are now pressed.
The product serial number is loaded or entered by the scanner after the barcode is loaded or entered. Each time a
PCB is completed, the column will be cleared. If no bar code is scanned, the job cannot be executed (the bar code
check function is checked on the parameter setting page).
9. Curve display column - Shows actual force and distance being press.
1) Chart description * Orange - Distance setting
* Blue - Force limit setting
* Red - Force and distance correspond to the actual value
* Y-axis - Force (N)
* X-axis - Distance (mm)
2) Curve description When the press head is pressed, there will produce a force-distance composition of a red curve, starting from
the lower left corner of the graph 0 points. With the distance increases, the force enter the PCB with the eye
of needle, resulting in curve rise and fall changes. The distance to the end of the limit the line stops and
returns to complete the pressing operation.
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The press curve of the same connector will be different with the roughness of the surface of the plating layer
in the terminal and PCB hole. During the pressing process, the force rises above the force upper limit is
abnormal. The operation will also be stopped and a warning message will be sent out.
3) Save key Use this key to store separately and set the path and file name in the continuous press test curve. In the
recipe press mode, the graph should be manually saved separately.
10. Analysis curve display column With analysis key function, the press curve will be automatically stored (formulation only), available for
analysis when you need. Access to open file and the storage path is Disk slot: / product number / work order
number / serial number _ Location_time. When no serial number is entered, the file name is _location_time.

11. Pressing position display columnThe position of the pressing now required is displayed on the Analysis Curve Display Column screen. After
the recipe is loaded, the PCB diagram and the pressing position are displayed.
Press display status 1) The serial number box ready to be pressed to the current position will be displayed in green, and the Status
column will be displayed (when replacing a new one).
2) The serial number box that is being pressed to the current position will be displayed with a flash, and the job
will be displayed in the Status column.
3) Once the single point pressing is completed, it will jump down a pressed serial number box, then it will show
a green display, waiting for execution pressing operation, while the force and distance display column shows
the next press position recipe setting.
4) When press error happens, the squares are anti-green in the square of the current error position.
5) To change the pressing position or sequence, press the connector of any serial position at the time of
production. To move the mouse, click on the square button. The pressing sequence will start from the new
operating point, and the connectors will be automatically executed according to the procedure.
12. Max force and min force area The max force and min force that are set for the current press connector are displayed, and can be used for
identification when a force error occurs.
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4.6. Continue press
Press and continue to set the job function and page description.
Used for press parameter test 1. This functional test can be used when the connector manufacturer does not provide force standard parameters
for the press connector.
2. Set the force, distance, and speed of each connector before editing the recipe.
3. For engineering PCB board development test, can use the simple setting to do the job without using more steps
of recipe setting.
4. Quickly build press parameter into the edit recipe table.
For single program, small sample operation In the pressing of single or not many connectors, such as card or board production.
Connector Editor Create, query, modify connector data.

1. Mode selection 1) Safety handle positioning status display box Prompt message whether the safety handle is pressed down in place. There will be a green bottom when
pressed into place, and the content of the word changes from "Press head not positioned" to "Press head has
been positioned". The display box is red if the press head is not positioned, and it is unable to perform any
mode (OPR correction, press mode, manual mode).
2) OPR status display box (button) It indicates whether the OPR calibration has been completed. If it has not progressed or is in progress (red
flashes), it will turn red. When the execution is completed, it will turn green and the character will change
from “OPR calibration is not completed” to “OPR calibration is completed”. This box also performs
OPR calibration. The start button will be selected after the mouse is clicked. If it is not executed, it cannot
perform any mode of continuous pressing.
Note - After performing OPR calibration and finding that the safety handle is not positioned, please select the
OPR key and then pull the safety handle after 0.5 to 1.0 seconds.
3) Manual mode -
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Use the manual mode to control the up and down movement of the press head, and use the green start button
on the left and right sides of the device to control the displacement. The modes are single action continuous
and single action single step respectively. With the mouse selection mode, the box will be reversed this is the
current mode status.
* Jog mode - Press the button and the press head will move continuously upwards or downwards until the
release button will stop moving.
* Same distance - Pressing the button once will move the press head upwards or downwards by 1 movement,
respectively, with a distance of 1mm, 0.1mm, and 0.01mm. Use the mouse to select the desired key, the
box of anti-color is the current state of movement. Long press is considered as one time.
* Control button - The green button on the button box, the left button controls Z axis down (head down), the
right button controls Z axis (head moves up).
4) Cycle press mode After the connector parameter is set, it is necessary to enter a single-cycle pressing operation. The box will
display the reverse color as the current mode state. The machine starts the pressing operation, and both hands
need to press the start switch at the same time. Perform the pressing procedure.
5) ALARM RESETWhen the emergency stop button is triggered, the motor will stop operation and the power is turned off. After
removing the abnormality and restoring the emergency stop button, you need to use the mouse to select this
button and let the program release to perform the operation.

2. Parameter setup block Establish the connector database setting block, mainly for the input connector data (as shown above).
1) CONN_SERIES - Enter the part number of the connector. You can also use the right query button to query the
database of the connector. You can use this method to confirm whether the connection is established or not,
and you can export the data of the database for reference setting.
2) ORI_SERIES - Enter the original part number of the connector. You can also use this condition to query the
database information.
3) BRANDS - Enter the brand name of the connector's maker such as Tyco、Molex、Nextron..
4) P.S. - Enter the description of the connector.
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5) MOD_UP #1 and #2 - Enter the number of the upper tool used by the corresponding connector.
6) MOD_DOWN #1 - Enter the number of the lower tool used by the corresponding connector.
The above fields are required to input data. If you do not need to enter the fields, please enter NA. The input
contents cannot have any spaces. Then press the “SAVE_DATA” button to import the data. Otherwise, you
cannot export. Go to the connector database. If the connector is established, it will ask whether it is overwritten,
because the database is the reference for the basic data, it is recommended not to cover and always change. This
function is to assist the database creation method, if you want to delete the need to enter the connector database
for operation.
Note - Using the connector database to load the reference, the distance will be changed according to the end point
value (total press distance value) in each segment. If it is not set, it will be 0. Each distance field will be negative
and cannot be executed the press mode. So it prefers to manual mode and test the input before loading. If you
enter the end point value (total press distance value) afterwards, please enter again. Once the row query is loaded,
the relative distance value of the segmented field can be corrected.
3. Parameter setup block Set the connector force, upper and lower force, speed, distance and other related parameters.
1) Regular press-fit * Force (N) - The unit is Newton, the minimum unit is 1N, which is the connector standard value (single pin
force * pin number) or recommended value, the field preset value is 300N, and the maximum
setting value is 50000N.
Force upper limit - the maximum force for the connector press force, the default value is 360N, and the
maximum setting value is 50000N.
Force lower limit - the minimum force for the connector press force, the default value is 240N and the
minimum setting value is 0N.
* Distance (mm)-unit is mm, minimum setting unit is 0.01mm, the default value is 0 mm.
Standby point - In order to improve the working efficiency, after each pressing cycle is completed, the
minimum clearance required for the press head to reach the upper fixture is controlled so
that the press head is ready for the next cycle, without the need to move up to the mechanical
origin and waste. Force running stroke, the minimum setting is 0mm.
The first section - The press head is placed on the pre-press point of the upper fixture and the pressing
operation is started downward. The speed change at this point is the value required for
pressing. The first segment is the segmented pressing setting. The meaning of the
paragraph, in the absence of segmented pressing, is the point at which the general pressing
begins.
The end point - The distance the connector is pressed to the circuit board surface. This distance is called the
total press distance. The maximum setting is 80mm.
* Speed (mm/s) - The unit is mm/sec, the minimum unit is 0.01mm/s, the maximum setting is 13mm/s, the
minimum setting is 0.01mm/s, and the default value is 0mm.
The first section - The speed set point for the standby point to the pre-press point of the first section, and this
section is empty, the actual force contact has not been started yet, and the speed of this
section can be set faster than the speed of the pressing section to shorten the traveling
time.
The end point - The speed setting value from the pre-pressing point to the end-point running range of the first
stage means that the force is applied to the current speed.
* Stay (s)- The unit is sec, the minimum unit is 0.1s, the maximum setting value is 10s, the minimum setting
value is 0.0s, and the default value is 0.0s.
The first section - The stay time setting value of the section switching point.
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2) Sectional pressing Check the option of sectional pressing, the window will appear sectional field, add 3 sectional point settings.
According to your demand, input sectional point distance value, speed, stay time, each section indicates the
following diagram.

3) Link item block * SAVE_DATA - Set and change the changed press parameters.
* DATA_UPDATE - Exports the input related data and the tested press parameters to the connector's database.
* CONN_DB - Link connector database interface, you can enter the page to query, add, modify, delete.
* EDIT RCP - With the new recipe table, the test parameters of the connector are directly exported to the recipe
table and loaded according to the required points. For operation usage, please refer to the edit recipe
description.
4) Force and distance curve It shows the monitoring graph in the press mode, including the distance -X axis, force - Y axis, and can
understand the connector press process changes, adjust the parameters according to the situation, and then get
the best settings.
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4.7. Edit recipe
To establish recipe of the press procedure.

1. New recipe mode
1) Sequence * Create a new file - enter the part number -> image loading -> upper fixture number -> lower fixture number ->
set press position and serial number box.
* Pressing parameter table - enter the total force stroke distance -> - select the connector part number (pressing
parameter table) -> part position.
Note - It is better to prioritize the input of total press distance.
2) Step a. Create a blank recipe and click the NEW function button.
b. Key in PRODUCT_SERIES.
c. Key in IMAGE_FILE to load the image file. The image file name is set to the PCB number. The format is jpg
and the loaded image file uses the finished part of the pressed part so that the operator can intuitively determine
whether the pressed part is correct.
d. Key in MACH_MOD_UP. The upper press head is the part that contacts the upper tool and can be removed.
e. Key in MACH_MOD_DOWN, which corresponds to the integral lower tool when pressing. If you are using a
general bottom tool, it refers to the limiting plate.
f. Set pressing serial number block
* Check the POSITION
* Move the mouse to the pressing position editing area and click the left mouse button at the desired pressing
position. A yellow square will be created with the press number. The number above indicates the pressing
sequence. Click on the desired press for location and order. At the same time, in the parameter editing table,
a corresponding sequence number will be generated in the position field.
* Adjust the position of the serial number box and remove the check from the new position. Move the mouse
to the square to be adjusted, press the left button to drag to the desired position, and then release it.
* Delete the serial number box. Move the mouse to the square you want to adjust and press the left button to
drag it to the trash can in the lower right corner. At the same time, the corresponding sequence number in the
parameter editing table will also be cleared.
After deleting the serial number block, the deleted serial number will automatically move forward, and the
column data in the parameter editing table will also move upwards. For example, there are five serial number
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blocks, which are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and delete the number 3 box. The numbers of the serial numbers will
form 1, 2, 3, and 4 and the original 4 becomes 3. , then 5 becomes 4.
* Re-edit function - The sequence parameters of the pressing machine that have been set are reordered, and
they can be sorted from 1 or any of them. The columns in the parameter editing table are also moved to the
changed position.
Check ORDER column, there will be a number field below, enter the number from that number to start the
arrangement, and then click on the change box in order, the number on the box will change from the set
number later, click the serial number will be replaced with the number to be generated.
3) Press parameter edit You can modify and change the parameter table fields as required. Except for the connector part number
field, the contents of the item are as follows.
* Serial number position - to create a press order according to the photo
* CONN_SERIES - click on the drop down list to select the connector part number corresponding to the
press position.
* LOCATION - enter the pressed connector for the position number on the PCB.
* FORCE_STANDARD - directly from the data created by the connector data, in units (N).
* FORCE_LIM_MAX - directly brought out by the established data of the connector data, unit (N).
* FORCE_LIM_MIN - directly brought out by the established data of the connector data, unit (N).
* TOTAL_DISTANCE - this value needs to be entered before the connector data is loaded, from the
OPR point of the press connector to the value of the distance pressed into the PCB by the connector.
Note - The “TOTAL_DISTANCE ” needs to be input first, and the rear field can be calculated automatically.
Otherwise, the connector part number selection data is loaded first, and the subsequent field value is not the
correct value. It is necessary to perform b steps once after entering the “TOTAL_DISTANCE” and recalculate
the contents of the subsequent columns.
* The speed of the total press distance - is directly brought out by the data already established in the connector
data, in units of (mm/sec).
* The delay of the total press distance - is directly brought out by the data already established in the connector
data, in mm/sec.
* P1's position, speed, delay - is brought directly from the connector database in units (mm, mm/sec, sec).
* P2's position, speed, and delay - is brought directly into the connector database, will only show the value in
units of segments (mm, mm/sec, sec).
* P3's position, speed, and delay - is directly brought in from the connector database, and the values will be
displayed in units of jobs (mm, mm/sec, sec).
* P4's position, speed, and delay - is brought directly from the connector database, will only show the value in
units of segments (mm, mm/sec, sec).
* CONN_MOD_UP#1 - is brought directly into the connector database.
* CONN_MOD_UP#2 - is brought directly into the connector database.
* CONN_MOD_DOWN#1 - is brought directly into the connector database.
4) After inputting the data of the above fields, the setting of each pressing sequence number is completed, and the
recipe table is saved. Click the Save button on the left and enter the file name. The file name is set to the product
item number and the editing is completed after the file is archived. Parameter table can be modified.
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2. New recipe by continue press Just like the new recipe editor, complete 1 to 6 steps first, press the 7th item and edit it to load it, match the
continuous press detection data, and import the data directly for editing.
Step 1) In the continuous press function screen, press the export formula key, if it is not established in the connector
database, it will be required to save it first, then enter the edit recipe page.
2) Enter the serial number of the serial number to be created in the green field of "SAVE RCP" and press it.
3) Import the data into the relative field on the parameter table, and then type the data in the field to enter.
4) When there are multiple identical connectors to build, repeat the second step.
5) To create another connector on the recipe, jump back to the continuously press page, continue setting the
connector parameters, and repeat steps 1~3.
6) After inputting the data of the above fields, the setting of each pressing sequence number is completed, the recipe
table is stored. Click the upper left Save key, enter the file name, the file name is preset as the product part number,
and editing is completed after archiving.
3. Previous recipe edit Click the Open button in the upper left corner to select the recipe table that needs to be edited. After the file is
opened, the edit page will bring out the previously set data, and then enter the changes according to the required
pressing sequence and column data, and then archive the file name. For the change, the file name is newly created.
There will be no warning window, and it can also be used in the copy recipe editing of a later version or similar
model.
4. Connector setup On the connector database edit page, you can access the connector's data query and single delete operation by
entering the continuous press page or editing recipe page. For the establishment of the connector data, please refer to
the “Continuous Press Setting” function.
5. Query As the continuous pressing page, it provides two items for data query, "CONN_SERIES SEARCH" and
"ORIGIN_SERIES SEARCH", with case differences, enter the item number to be queried in the field, the following
data table will follow the input word changes to list the required lines. If the column is blank, the entered item
number has not been created. Two field conditions query will not be performed at the same time. The condition data
will be searched according to the current input field items.
6. Delete -The connector database can be used to delete single data. In the upper right green box, enter the item
to be deleted, and then click the “DELETE 1's DATA” to delete it. This is a permanent deletion.
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7. Column description 1) NO. - The serial number of the connector data.
2) CONN_SERIES - Connector part number.
3) ORIGIN_SERIES - Part number of the connector manufacturer
4) BRANDS - Manufacturers of connectors such as Tyco, Molex, Nextron,
5) FORCE_STANDARD - The press force suggested by the connector manufacturer, or the force that is counted for
a product, as the standard force in units (N).
6) FORCE_LIM_MAX - The maximum press force recommended by the connector manufacturer, or the upper force
limit for a product, 20% of the initial recommended standard force in units (N).
7) FORCE_LIM_MIN - The minimum press force suggested by the connector manufacturer, or the lower force limit
for a product, in units of (N).
8) STANDBY_POS - The position where the press head rises after the single press cycle is completed. The record
here is the value of the first time or the modified change import value. This value is for the subsequent “continuous
press” and “edit recipe” information. Because the PCB and the lower tool thickness changes, it will change with
the total distance of the press, unit (mm).
9) TOTAL_DISTANCE - The press head from position 0 to the point where the part presses to the surface of the
PCB. The record here is the value of the first time or the modified change import value. This value is for the
subsequent “continuous pr
ess” and “edit recipe” information. Because the PCB and the lower tool thickness changes, it will change with
the total distance of the press, unit (mm).
10) TOTAL_DISTANCE_SPEED - The actual speed of the connector to press change operation. The connector
maker provides the pressing speed, which is the speed from point P1 to the end point, and the sectional pressing
mode is from P4 point to the end point. The unit is mm/sec.
11) TOTAL_DISTANCE_STAY - The set time that the connector presses to the surface of the PCB board,
allowing the pin to enter the PCB hole until it is deformed to a steady state (the connector will not bounce), default
0.4 sec, in (sec).
12) P1_POS - The first switching point is also the position of the pre-press point, and the distance value is from 0 to
P1 point of the press head. The unit is mm.
13) P1_SPEEED - The speed of the standby point to the point of P1, unit (mm/sec)
14) P1_STAY - The time paused from the connector is held to the P1 preload point. The connector pin is brought
into the PCB hole. The time required for the steady state condition is set according to the connector configuration or
change in units of (sec).
15) P2_POS - The position of the second switching point. The distance value is from 0 to P2 at the position of the
press head, in units of (mm).
16) P2_SPEED - The speed of the interval from P1 to P2 in units of (mm/sec).
17) P2_STAY - The time paused from the press head to P2, the time required for the connector pin to stabilize,
depending on the form or change of the connector, in units of (sec).
18) P3_POS - The position of the third switching point. The value of the distance is from 0 to P3 at the position of
the press head. The unit is (mm).
19) P3_SPEED - Speed from P2 point to P3 point, in mm/sec.
20) P3_STAY - The time paused from the press head P3, the time required for the connector pin to reach the steady
state is set according to the form or change of the connector. The unit is (sec).
21) P4_POS - The position of the fourth switching point, the distance value is from 0 to P4 at the position of the
press head, the unit is (mm).
22) P4_SPEED - Speed in the interval from P3 to P4, in mm/sec.
23) P4_STAY - The time paused from the press head P4, the time required for the connector pin to reach the steady
state is set according to the form or change of the connector. The unit is (sec).
24) CONN_MOD_UP#1 and #2 - Corresponding to connector used for the upper tool number.
25) CONN_MOD_DOWN#1 - Corresponding to connector used for the lower tool number.
26) P.S. - Describe the type, form, or other features for the connector.
Items 15)~23) will show the set value when there is a set segmented press. Generally, pressing will only set items J~N.
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4.8. Process log
Description for production parameter statistics, query and quality traceability.

1. Production pressing query 1) Enter the time period of the data to be queried in the time setting area. Use the pull-down option to set.
Start date - YY(year)/MM(month)/DD(day)/hh(hour)/mm(minute)/ss(second)
End date - YY(year)/MM(month)/DD(day)/hh(hour)/mm(minute)/ss(second)
2) After the time period is set, click the "REFRESH" button, the search for the items in the set time period will be
performed and displayed in the conditional option area.
3) In the condition area, click the needed item, the content of the condition field will be black, and then click the
data in the display area. To search for display data, you can click on the query with multiple conditions, and
the conditions will be anti-yellow, as shown in the figure below.
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4) The item showing and setting key is to display the contents in the production record data field, as shown
below.

5) After the above conditions are set and the input is completed, click on the “SEARCH” button. The
production data window will appear as shown below. The data will be listed by clicking the display item.

6) Data content can be exported to .CSV format for Excel, which can be used for editing, statistics, production report
or customer data. Use the "OUTPUT CSV FILE" button in the upper left corner.
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4.9. SPC
The X Bar-R Chart of the yield and force of the connector production process further controls the production
parameter control to achieve the best production status.
1. Yield statistics page
1) Work order press location yield statistics* Select the drop-down list for the work order number and the PCB press location field, select the desired
statistics, and then click the query. The statistical result display area on the right side can be used to count the
yield status of a pressed position within the work order.
2) Product press location yield statistics
* Set statistical period, confirm after refresh, search data
* Click on the drop-down window of the part number and the PCB press location field, select the desired
statistics, and then click the query. The statistical result display area on the right side can be used to count the
part number at a certain period of time for yield condition of a pressed position.

2. Force X Bar-R chart statistics page
There are two sets of condition data for statistics.
Condition 1 - The statistics of the force of a certain PCB's pressing position on the same worksheet is set in the
same way as the yield statistics page.
Condition 2 - For the same part number within a certain period of time, the force of a certain PCB press position
statistics, data set in the same way as the yield rate statistics.
1) After the condition data is set, you need to set the sampling number field. The following pull-out window
displays the selection. The system sets options 1 to 10 respectively. This statistic suggests that 5 sampling
numbers are the best.
2) Refresh will generate data statistics table, mean value control chart X-Bar, full distance control chart R-Chart,
sampling data Max'Min'Average value, X-Bar UCL'CL'LCL value, R-Chart UCL 'CL'LCL value.
3) Statistics can be exported to CSV format for Excel.
4) The data can be exported by the file open button and then loaded on this page.
5) The SPC instruction button will open a text file explaining the calculation formula of the control value.
6) The number of points on the control chart can be displayed by dragging the cursor to display the number of
points.
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4.10. Parameter setup
Software normal parameter setting includes force upper and lower normal ratio values, single cycle production
time, standby point shift value, data storage path, serial number (bar code) check function open..., etc. The
related parameters can be adjusted according to the requirements of the textual description of the page The
adjustment is completed before the setting is completed.
1. Press parameter page
1) Security settingsIt is to protect the press parts and PCB from damage. The range of parameter values for each control during
pressing is a further protection.
2) Work overtime settingThe unit is milliseconds (ms). It means the press head drops from start to finish and returns to its original
position for one cycle of time.
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3) Force setting - The unit is a percentage and set the lower limit of press force.
4) Standby position setting - In the recipe production, according to the highest point of the connector P1,
increase the distance to be the standby points, so that the press head to complete a single cycle operation,
standby for the next pressing position. This setting is to make a larger stroke machine not waste the time of
idle travel between the reciprocating OPR and the fixture. The set value is the surface that does not interfere
with the top side of the pressed object. The setting unit is mm.
2. System parameter setting 1) Path setting - Set the data storage paths, which are the path settings of the related files such as the recipe
table file, the edited recipe file, the SPC statistical export data file, the pressed generated graph file, the
production record production data file, and the like.
2) Operating parameter - When the production is set, the pressing operation can be executed only when the bar
code or the serial number is forced to be scanned. However, when in sampling stage, there is no a serial number
and the recipe, this function can be canceled.
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5. Maintenance
The following is a list of maintenance item and schedule for reference.
Item
Blowing
Wipe the machine
Check the wire
Refuel as required
Check screw
Check the Z-axis ballscrew
Calibrate Z-axis force sensor

By day
V

By week

By quarter

By year

V
V
V
V
V
V

Warning - Turn off the main power and disconnect the power cord before and during machine maintenance.
1. Open press head and drive shaft
Follow the steps below to open the cover and remove the shaft top guard for inspection and maintenance.
1) The safety handle will return to the upper positioning point.
2) Use key to open the front panel and pull it outwards to see the press head mechanism.
3) Use key to open the back panel and pull it out to see the PC and the electric control panel.
4) Remove the 2 screws on the top cover of the shaft and replace them after the maintenance is completed.
2. Maintenance
1) Clean - All surfaces must be kept clean. Blow the machine from the top to the bottom with low compressed air
And wipe all exposed surfaces with a soft rag.
2) Visual inspection - Visually inspect the press head, X-Y Table slide, power strip, screw, bolt, and axis.
Whether the connector, sensor surface is oxidized, damaged, whether the parts are loose and there are
unknown parts mixed or soiled. This must be checked once a year.
3) Lubrication - Lubricate the X-Y Table Y-axis linear slides, X-axis ball guides. Use light oil or 25W~30W
machine oil to lubricate the Z-axis screw and guide rod of the press head's cranks. Use lithium soap-based
lubricating oil, lubricant, grease. The viscosity index range is above 90 Cst (ISO VG 90) when lubricating
oil is 40°C.
4) X-Y Table
* Y-axis track - Push the X-Y Table to the end and put a small amount of lubricant on the slide in front of
the carriage, wipe it with a soft cloth and leave only a thin layer of oil on the surface of the entire rail, then
pull the X-Y Table to the front and repeat the previous one. Before the lubrication, clean it with a soft cloth.
* X-axis guide - Push the X-Y Table to the left most. Add a small amount of lubricant to the guide rod in
front of the sleeve. Wipe with a soft cloth and leave only a thin layer of oil on the surface of the entire slide.
Then pull the X-Y Table to the right and repeat the previous operation. Before the lubrication, clean it with a
soft cloth.
5) Press head
* Z-axis guide rod - Move the Z-axis downwards, wipe the old exposed oil on the exposed part of the
surface first with a soft cloth, and use a grease gun to replenish it from the filler port in front of the guide
seat.
* Z-axis screw - Move the Z-axis to the bottom, wipe the old exposed oil on the exposed part of the surface
with a soft cloth, and apply grease to a thin layer of oil on the screw.
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6. Appendix
6.1. Tool and accessory
Item

Name

Function

1

Flathead
Screwdriver

To fasten or loosen screws

2

C spanner

To adjust the height of the press-fit machine

3

Phillips
Screwdriver

To fasten or loosen screws

4

Allen Wrench

To fasten or loosen different size of screws

5

Adjustable Wrench

Photo

To fasten or loosen different size of screws
and to adjust the machine's tripod for
leveling
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6.2. Machine table size (optional)
We suggest two kinds of table size for the machine as below.
The table is basically designed for operators between 155cm and 170 cm tall. Please adjust the table based on
your need.
Size 1-1500mmX900mmX700mm
Size 2-800mmX 800mmX700mm
Below drawing is for 1500mmX900mmX700mm

NOTES:
1.Material:桌面 : 高密度纖維板
桌體 : SS41方管2"*2"*2t (市售品)
2.表面烤漆處理 : 白百合

重型工作桌
NOTES 1

NOTES 2

PART DWG.

SET

xxx
xxx
xxx

XXX-XXX-XXX
Zale 07/27/2009

1/1

1/2

X1

REV : A0
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6.3. Contact information
Please contact our sales window or please call us for service.
Company-Nextronics Engineering Corp.
Address- 2F, No. 31, Lane 169, Kang Ning Street, Hsi-chih District, New Taipei City, Taiwan
Telephone-886-2-66162000
Website-www.NextronGroup.com
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